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< br / > after repeated exposure to the air jordan 6 retro low chrome this week is about to usher in a commercially available. This
continuation of 91 years of classical Ganso flavor low to help air jordan 6 by the attention of a lot of fans shoes, shoe body use matte
black constitute the main body, delicate texture is very elegant, with the tongue JumpMan, shoelaces adjusting buckle and silver in the
bottom dotted with minor. Overall color is very wild, I believe will become a friend of many feet. It is reported that the shoe is
scheduled for August 29th officially on sale, priced at $170, like the words may wish to consider starting. (Editor: YOYO)
Sports players adidas Originals by Originals Kazuki Kuraishi a tree shoes Spring 2010 release
2010-01-15 10:02:54 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [source: different potential flow] Print Close 
Chinese shoes network on January 15 hearing, I just read yesterday adidas Originals by Originals Kazuki Kuraishi a tree Spring
Series 2010 Lookbook, new shoes today to fix the tide. Including adidas Originals MT Boot 2 Leather and adidas Originals Gipfel
Leather two. 
MT Boot 2 Leather with fresh white and green colors of the design, the use of leather and mesh material as the body of the shoe, the
tongue also has a fixed fan flag Kuraishi a tree . Another first published Gipfel Leather is the shape of the retro basketball shoes,
shoes with leather, suede and mesh combination, and especially equipped with the unique adidas Torsion Bar suspension system. 
two pairs didas Originals by Originals Kazuki 2010 spring / summer series, the latest in March when the shoes will be officially
released, please pay attention to the future more stories. 
Related news
< p > well-known sports brand Adidas originals have been to classic style is deeply rooted in the hearts of the people, the brand will
born 1994 torsion response Lite shoes and rebirth of the street, to create a classic remake, and launched a white, black, and green,
and pink, Quad color. In addition to the classic retro shoes, its function also equipped with 3D X-Torison and adiprene shock
absorber technology, let the torsion response Lite series better appeared in front of us. This time the shoe will be on sale this month,
26, which is not to be missed. 
/>
< br / > "camouflage" and "wave" is two big design elements of street fashion never outdated, recently Nike Sportswear and the two
combined, to release this summit White/Black-Dark Grey-Wolf grey color is one of the super popular shoes Roshe. Lightweight
breathable nylon mesh upper with gray, white, and black tricolor camouflage, supplemented by sideways black wave point to create a
modern art, presumably will make you fall on the street has become a major bright spot. This color can be purchased through Titolo,
like a friend may wish to pay more attention to. (Editor: YOYO)
[Chinese shoes Network], "national card" assessment activities sponsored by the China Brand Research Institute recently released a
list of 100 ranked brand, the province nine brands selected, are Rimula, Anta, Qipai, Lee Lang, Pick , the fight card, SBS, Nanfu,
Fuyao. 
President of the China Brand Research Institute Zhengzhan Wei introduction, the assessment of "national card" is the Chinese
business community to celebrate the 60th anniversary of New China, a "parade." The "national card" assessment principles for each
industry is not more than three, must meet the following basic conditions: first brand to be registered in Chinabrand creation time
shall be at least 10 yearsthe brand has a high influence in the industryBrand sustainable development ability. Fujian brand list
amounting to nine, second only to Beijing's 15, ranking second in the country. 
At present, China Brand Research Institute has been authorized by China Post, published after the evaluation results will be
published in the "painting" Mail volume brand list --- each independently made into a stamp, all brands stamps combined in a full-
page, the formation of a long full-page web stamps.
2014 �� 4 30, to overturn the traditional design concept of the new adidas Originals ZX Flux series has finally come to China, and in
particular to create a Pop Up Store in Shanghai Jiahe adidas Originals stores, the ZX Flux complete story presented in front of
everyone. The minimalist design trend ZX Flux series perfectly Reinterpreting the classic 1980s technology pioneer movement
ZX8000, to be loyal to the original, beyond the self-pay tribute to the classic approach. 
In the evening's activities, the current classic sports brand Adidas Greater China managing director, Ms. Rachel Howard arrived at
the scene, told a visiting media about the design and development process inspiration tide classic shoes, and many sneaker fashion
industry veteran who discuss ZX FLUX unique design details. Pop up store is also using simple primitive style, full of post-industrial
streets of treason and with the nature of space and the display of the various models ZX8000 ZX FLUX series. The day of the event
also attracted to the fashion tide people come, they have to wait to try the prerelease ZX FLUX, this classic style has been all the
evening's street photographers shoot of recording.
well-known footwear brands freeman recently released a newly developed washing zipper shoes, shoes Denim fabric is used in
varying degrees by washing to do the old in order to achieve a natural effect, use a manual pull stitched vamp, especially cotton
choices are bold, look more three-dimensional, which is an innovation freeman shoes on. This shoe is interesting and no laces set,
replaced with copper zipper, which is bound to bring people to a new Jiaogan experience, in addition to the toe and the heel has
stitching leather to protect breakable place outside also can lead to better decorative effect. Now this double washing zipper shoes
can be purchased through freeman major retail outlets, as well as online stores. 
Source: freeman 
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